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Abstract: 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are extraordinarily distributed self-prepared 

systems. The basic concept of sensor community is to disperse tiny sensing 

gadgets; which can be capable of sensing some modifications of 

incidents/parameters and communicating with different devices, unfold over a 

specific geographic region for a few unique functions like environmental 

monitoring, surveillance, target tracking and many others. By combining sensing 

technology with processing strength and Wi-Fi conversation makes it profitable for 

being exploited in abundance in future. The wireless verbal exchange technology 

inclusion also incurs various types of protection threats. In this paper, an overview 

of the large studies issues and demanding situations concerned inside the design of 

WSNs are presented. Energy conservation emerges as one the maximum crucial 

aspect in hardware and software associated layout problems. Besides, other related 

fundamental issues encompass specialized hardware, software and working 

system, synchronization, QoS, protection, architecture and statistics collection 

related factors with minimum communique and computation fees. This paper 

provides an insight into various such layout problems and Challenges for the better 

know-how of this discipline for the overall gain of the studies community 

operating in this vicinity. This paper offers an Issues and challenges associated 

with Wireless Sensor Networks. 

  Keywords: WSN, issues, challenges. 

Introduction: 

Wireless Sensor Networks have currently emerged as a foremost research topic. A 

Wireless Sensor Network is a dispensed community and it comprises a big quantity 

of allotted, self-directed, tiny, low powered gadgets called sensor nodes. It is in any 
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other case referred to as motes. Motes are the small computers, which work 

collectively to form the networks.   

Motes are strength green, multi-practical wireless device. Motes speak with every 

other the usage of transceivers. Wireless sensor networks additionally pose a 

number of recent conceptual and optimization issues, which include deployment, 

region and tracking, are fundamental problems, in that many applications rely on 

them for wanted information. Coverage essentially, answers the questions on fine 

of carrier that may be furnished via a specific sensor community. WSNs hold the 

capability to provide low value solution for the problems in army, clinical and 

climatic conditions.  The dream is to routinely display and reply to forest fires, 

avalanches, hurricanes, faults in national application device’s, traffic, hospitals and 

much greater extensive regions and with billions of sensors. However, due to 

confined storage capacity and electricity of sensor nodes, several studies issues and 

challenges are being faced with the aid of researchers at the same time as setting up 

a doable sensor community. 

Each sensor node, having multiple sensors, is potential to matter, calculate and 

engage to each different nodes. Sensor nodes are capable of sensing bodily 

parameters like temperature, humidity, chemical composition etc. From the sensing 

area. WSNs are very useful to gather information from those areas where it's far 

hard to reach and are seldom handy. This research paper presents an exploratory 

precis of those challenges and constraints for the general gain of researchers 

working in this difficult area in the following section. 

ISSUES RELATED TO WSN 

A. DESIGN ISSUES: 

• Fault –tolerant Communication: Due to the deployment of sensor nodes in an 

out of control or harsh environment, it isn't always unusual for the sensor nodes to 

become faulty and unreliable [10].  

• Low latency: The occasions which the framework offers with are pressing which 

ought to be identified right now with the aid of the operator. Therefore, the 

framework has to detect and notify the occasions speedy as soon as feasible.  

• Scalability: A gadget, whose performance improves after adding hardware, 

proportionally to the capability brought, is said to be a scalable device. The variety 

of sensor nodes deployed within the sensing location can be inside the order of 

masses or hundreds, or more.  
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• Transmission Media: In a multi-hop sensor community, communicating nodes 

are related by a wireless medium. The conventional issues related to a wireless 

channel (e.g., fading, excessive blunders rate) can also affect the operation of the 

sensor community.  

• Coverage Problems: One fundamental hassle in Wi-Fi sensor networks is the 

insurance hassle, which displays the great of provider that can be provided via a 

particular sensor community. The insurance problem is described from numerous 

factors of view due to a ramification of sensor networks and a huge-range in their 

packages. 

B. TOPOLOGY ISSUES: 

• Geographic Routing: Geographic routing is a routing principle that relies on 

geographic role statistics. It is specifically proposed for Wi-Fi networks and based 

totally at the concept that the source sends a message to the geographic area of the 

vacation spot instead of the use of the community cope with.[11] 

• Sensor Holes: A routing hollow consists of a place in the sensor community, 

wherein both node aren't available or the available nodes can't participate in the 

real routing of the facts due to various feasible reasons. The assignment of figuring 

out holes is mainly hard because normal wi-fi sensor networks include lightweight, 

low-capability nodes which are ignorant of their geographic vicinity. 

• Coverage Topology: Coverage hassle displays how well an area is monitored or 

tracked by using sensors. The coverage and connectivity problems in sensor 

networks have received full-size attention in the research network in current years. 

This trouble can be formulated as a decision trouble, whose intention is to decide 

whether each point in the provider area of the sensor community is covered by at 

the least k sensors, where okay is a given parameter. 

C. Hardware and Software Issues: Sensor Networks consists of masses of 

thousands of nodes. It is desired most effective if the node is reasonably-priced. 

Flash memory is recommended for use in sensor networks as it's far less expensive.  

The crucial processing unit of sensor node determines electricity intake and 

computational abilities of a node. In order to offer the flexibility for CPU 

implementation, large number of micro-controller, microprocessor and FPGAs 

(field programmable gate arrays) are to be had. For saving of power, 

microcontroller need to have three states-active, sleep, idle. Further power 

consumption for FPGA cannot be reduced; moreover separate block cannot be 

made for it.  
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Deployment of FPGA to reduce strength intake is a remarkable mission. So, 

besides being fee effective, other problems are just like the radio variety of one 

sensor node needs to be excessive starting from 1 to five km. Radio variety is 

critical for making sure community connectivity and statistics collection in a 

network as the environment being monitored may not have an installed 

infrastructure for verbal exchange.  Software in WSN have to be hardware 

independent besides being light and much less energy ingesting. Algorithms and 

protocols have to be designed in one of these way that they must be less complex 

and be helpful in decreasing power intake [9, 10, 11 ]. 

D. Transport layer: The need for shipping layer is mentioned within the 

literature [13,15]. 

This layer is mainly wanted while the system is deliberate to be accessed via 

Internet or other outside networks. However, to the pleasant of our know-how 

there has now not been any attempt to this point to recommend a scheme or to 

discuss the troubles associated with the shipping layer of a sensor community in 

literature. TCP with its contemporary transmission window mechanisms does fit to 

the extreme traits of the sensor community surroundings. A technique which 

include TCP splitting [12] can be had to make sensor networks have interaction 

with different networks which includes Internet. In this technique, TCP 

connections are ended at sink nodes, and a unique shipping layer protocol can deal 

with the communications between the sink node and sensor nodes. As a result, the 

conversation among the consumer and the sink node is through UDP or TCP thru 

the Internet or Satellite; however, the communication among the sink and sensor 

nodes can be simply through UDP kind protocols, due to the fact each sensor node 

has restrained memory. 

E. Network layer:Most of the statistics in the sensor community could be 

directed towards the sink. Special multi hop routing protocols are needed between 

sink and sensor nodes for Wi-Fi sensor networks. Most of the records conveyed to 

the sink form a sensor node will pass via many intermediate nodes before 

achieving the sink. Communicating facts at once from the node to sink could be 
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very power high priced, so multi hop conversation is favored in wireless sensor 

community. The discern beneath makes the concept clearer 

. 

 

 

Fig: 1 Network Layer 

Data shape node N1 reaches sink through a couple of intermediate nodes, N2, 

N3, and N4.The networking layer of sensor networks is typically designed in line 

with the subsequent ideas: 

• Power performance is usually an essential consideration. 

• Sensor networks are more often than not data centric. 

• Data aggregation is useful handiest when it does now not avoid the 

collaborative attempt of the sensor nodes. A best sensor community has attribute-

based totally addressing and vicinity cognizance. 

F. OTHER ISSUES  

The primary issues that have an effect on the layout and performance of a 

wireless sensor network are as follows:   

• Wireless Radio Communication Characteristics   

• Medium Access Schemes   

• Deployment  
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• Localization   

• Synchronization   

• Architecture  

• Programming Models for Sensor Networks   

• Middleware 

CHALLENGES IN WSNs: 

A. Energy consumption without dropping accuracy:  Sensor nodes can use 

up their constrained deliver of electricity performing computations and 

transmitting information in a wireless surroundings. As such, power-maintaining 

sorts of conversation and computation are important. Sensor node lifetime 

indicates a robust dependence on the battery lifetime.   

B. Node/Link Heterogeneity: In many research, all sensor nodes had been 

assumed to be homogeneous, i.e., having identical capability in terms of 

computation, conversation, and energy. However, depending at the utility a sensor 

node may have one of a kind role or capability.   

C. Scalability: The wide variety of sensor nodes deployed inside the sensing 

place can be inside the order of masses or heaps, or greater. Any topology 

manipulate scheme should be able to paintings with this huge range of sensor 

nodes. In addition, sensor network routing manipulate algorithms should be 

scalable enough to respond to activities inside the environment. Until an occasion 

occurs, maximum of the sensors can remain inside the sleep kingdom, with records 

from the few final sensors presenting a rough exceptional.  

D. Security: In some packages, the communication amongst nodes is needed to 

be secured sufficient so one can preserve the confidentiality. It is typically required 

at the same time as managing the military applications like battlefield surveillance, 

navy operations and many others. 
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E. Data Reporting Model: Data sensing and reporting in WSNs is depending 

on the application and the time criticality of the facts reporting. Data reporting may 

be categorized as either time-driven (continuous), occasion-pushed, question-

pushed, and hybrid. The time-pushed delivery model is suitable for programs that 

require periodic statistics monitoring. As such, sensor nodes will periodically 

activate their sensors and transmitters, feel the surroundings and transmit the 

information of hobby at consistent periodic time intervals. 

F. Node deployment: Node deployment in WSNs is application established 

and affects the overall performance of topology manipulate algorithms. The 

deployment may be either deterministic or randomized. In deterministic 

deployment, the sensors are manually positioned and data is routed through pre-

decided paths. However, in random node deployment, the sensor nodes are 

scattered randomly growing an infrastructure in an advert hoc way. 

G. Data Collection and Transmission: Data accumulating is the main 

objective of sensor nodes. The sensors periodically experience the information 

from the encompassing environment, manner it and transmit it to the bottom 

station or sink. Data accumulating involves records collection and transmitting 

facts to the sink node. Sometimes the sample of data accumulated is redundant and 

there may be no need of transmitting such samples to the sink node because it will 

best consume power. So care ought to be taken for the duration of facts collection 

and transmission [5, 6, 7, 8 ]. 

H. Interpreting Data and Formation of Knowledge: Main challenges for 

records interpretation and the formation of information consist of addressing noisy, 

physical international facts, and growing new inference strategies. Uncertainty in 

interpreted information can without problems reason customers not to agree with 

the machine. It is vital to broaden strategies that convert this uncooked information 

into usable know-how in a strength green manner [7]. 

CONCLUSION: 
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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) include small nodes with sensing, 

computation, and Wi-Fi communications competencies. Many routing, electricity 

management, and data dissemination protocols had been mainly designed for 

WSNs in which electricity cognizance is an crucial layout problem. As wireless 

sensor networks are still a young studies field, a good deal pastime remains 

ongoing to resolve many open issues. As some of the underlying hardware 

troubles, specifically with appreciate to the energy deliver and miniaturization, are 

not yet absolutely solved, Wi-Fi sensor networks are having certain short comings, 

that are to be solved. 
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